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Authority for OED’s 
Regulation of Conduct 

 35 U.S.C. § 2(b)(2)(D): “The Office may establish regulations, 
not inconsistent with law, which….

• (D) may govern the … conduct of agents, attorneys, or 
other persons representing applicants or other parties 
before the Office….”

 Attorneys and agents are subject to discipline for not complying 
with USPTO regulations.  35 U.S.C. §32; See Bender v. Dudas, 
490 F.3d 1361, 1368 (Fed. Cir. 2007)(Section 2(b)(2)(D) and  
35 U.S.C. §32 authorize the USPTO to discipline individuals 
who engage in misconduct related to “service, advice, and 
assistance in the prosecution or prospective prosecution of 
applications.”) 
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Authority for OED to Pursue 
Discipline of Practitioners 

 Practitioners are subject to discipline for not complying with USPTO 
regulations, regardless of whether their conduct was related to practice 
before the Office:

• Patent attorney reprimanded for litigation misconduct, i.e., filing and 
arguing a frivolous appeal and misstating district court record.             
37 CFR §§10.23(b)(4)(misrepresentation) and (b)(5)(conduct prejudicial 
to the administration of justice).  See In re Allen Brufsky, Proceeding 
No. D09-09 (May 6, 2009); see also In re Kevin Imes, Proceeding No. 
D09-45 (March 15, 2011)(suspended for 3 months for engaging in 
malicious prosecution and abuse of process).

• Patent agent excluded upon consent for misappropriation of non-profit 
organization’s funds and use of organization’s credit card for personal 
use.  37 CFR §§10.23(a) and (b)(3),(4),and(6).  See In re George
Reardon, Proceeding No. D2012-19 (June 4, 2012).
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Sources of Grievances Against 
Practitioners 

 An investigation may be initiated pursuant to information from 
any source suggesting possible grounds for discipline.  
37 CFR § 11.22(a).

– External to USPTO
• Clients, Colleagues, Others

– Internally within USPTO
• Patent Corps, Trademark Corps, Other

– Other
• Published Decisions, News Articles
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Types of Disciplinary Complaints

Predicated on “probable cause” determination 
by Committee on Discipline (COD) after 
Committee convenes.  37 CFR §11.32.

Reciprocal discipline.  37 CFR §11.24.

Interim Suspension based on conviction of a 
serious crime.  37 CFR §11.25.
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Complaint – “Probable Cause”

Four steps precede the filing of a                    
complaint based on a “probable cause” 
finding by the COD:

1. Preliminary screening of allegations;
2. Requesting information from practitioner;
3. Conducting investigation after providing 

practitioner an opportunity to respond; and
4. Submitting complaint to COD for “probable cause” 

determination.



Potential Post-Investigation
Outcomes

Upon completion of the investigation, OED
may:   

• Close the investigation without further action;
• Issue a warning;
• Enter into a proposed settlement agreement; or
• Convene the COD to determine whether there     

is “probable cause” to file a disciplinary action 
against practitioner.
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Other Bases For OED Disciplinary 
Action

Reciprocal Discipline - 37 C.F.R. § 11.24
• Practitioner must notify OED in writing of discipline imposed by other 

authorities, such as state bars, and OED must obtain a certified copy 
of the disciplinary record to file with the USPTO Director.  The OED 
Director then files a complaint (without COD authorization) with the 
USPTO Director based upon that discipline.

Serious Crime - 37 C.F.R. § 11.25
• Within 60 calendar days of receiving information that practitioner has 

been convicted of a serious crime, OED shall request a certified copy 
of that record. The OED Director then files a complaint (without COD 
authorization) along with proof of conviction with the USPTO Director.
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Statute of Limitations

The Leahy-Smith America Invents Act 
(AIA) was signed into law Sept. 16, 2011.

The AIA introduced significant changes to 
the U.S. patent statutes.

The AIA amended the statute of limitations 
for commencement of disciplinary 
proceedings pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 32.
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Statute of Limitations (cont’d)

Prior to enactment of the AIA, disciplinary 
actions for violations of the USPTO Code 
of Professional Responsibility were 
subject to a five-year statute of limitations 
pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2462.  See, e.g., 
Sheinbein v. Dudas, 465 F. 3d 493, 496 
(Fed. Cir. 2006).
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Statute of Limitations (cont’d)

The AIA amended 35 U.S.C. § 32 to require disciplinary 
proceedings to be commenced not later than the earlier 
of:
• 10 years after the misconduct occurred, or
• One year from when the misconduct was made known to 

the USPTO, as prescribed in the regulations governing 
disciplinary proceedings.

 “Grievance” means a written submission, regardless of 
the source, received by the OED Director that presents 
possible grounds for discipline of a specified 
practitioner.  37 CFR §11.1
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Possible Ethics Impact of New AIA 
Provisions

Oath/Declaration Rules
• Removal of “deceptive intent” language from various 

provisions
 Best Mode 

• Revision of 35 U.S.C. §282 to limit this defense in patent 
litigation

 Supplemental Examination
• Inequitable Conduct Implications

 Inter Partes Review – Post Grant Review
• Relation to civil action

 First Inventor To File       
• Revision of 35 U.S.C. §102
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Therasense v. Becton, Dickinson & Co., 
649 F.3d 1276 (Fed. Cir. 2011)

“But For” Materiality

Affirmative Egregious Misconduct

Proposed Revision to 37 CFR §§1.56 and 1.555 
(76 Fed. Reg. 43631-43634 (July 21, 2011))

37 CFR § 10.23(c)(10) - it is misconduct to 
knowingly violate requirements of 37 CFR §§1.56 
or 1.555 
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FY2012 OED Disciplinary Decisions 
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Breakdown of Reciprocal vs. 
Non-Reciprocal Formal Decisions 

Types of Disciplinary Action


Chart1

		Non-Reciprocal

		Reciprocal



27

28



FY2012 to 7-17-12

		Proceeding No.		Decision		Respondent		Type		Date		Pat or TM?		Recip?		What happened?		37CFR10??		Result?

		D2011-36		Final Order		Bunch, John W.		Discipline		10/7/11		Pat		Yes		Reprimanded by Minnesota Supreme Court for representing to a court in an affidavit that he would commence a civil action in another court to get a dismissal of a landlord-tenant action -- but never commenced action.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2011-59		Final Order		Seto, Robert M.		Discipline		10/11/11		Pat		No		Mr. Seto assisted his son in the unauthorized practice of patent and trademark law while his son was employed as a patent examiner at the Office. Mr. Seto collected fees from the clients and shared those fees with his son while his son was in the employ of the Office.		10.23, 10.37, 10.47		Suspension

		D2010-27		Final Order		Mackenzie, Douglas E.		Discipline		10/12/11		Pat		No		Mr. Mackenzie violated 10.23(c)(14) by knowingly failing to notify the Director in writing of his change in his professional licensure status that would preclude continued registration as a patent attorney; violated 10.31 (d) by continuing to hold himself out as authorized to represent clients in trademark matters before the Office while not licensed to practice law by the State Bar of California; violated 10.40(b)( 4) by not timely withdrawing from representing a client after the client brought suit against Respondent; violated, inter alia, 10.62(a), in connection with the referral from an invention development company, by accepting employment without the consent of the client after full disclosure; and violated 10.68(a)(I), in connection with the referral from an invention development company, by accepting compensation from one other than the practitioner's client for the practitioner's legal services to or for the client without the consent of the client after full disclosure.		10.23, 10.31, 10.40, 10.62, 10.66, 10.68		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-60		Final Order		Briggs, Heath J.		Discipline		10/14/11		Pat		Yes		Colorado attorney disciplined for committing misdemeanor criminal offense based on charge of child abuse against juvenile daughter.		10.23		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-27		Initial Decision		Shippey, Michael A.		Discipline		10/14/11		Pat		No		Mr. Shippey violated the Rules by neglecting legal matters entrusted to him, engaging in multiple counts of professional misconduct, handling a legal matter without adequate preparation, failing to seek the lawful objectives of a client, failing to carry out an employment contract with clients, and intentionally or habitually violating the Rules.		10.23, 10.77, 10.84, 10.89		Exclusion

		D2011-15		Final Order		Kurzman, Marc G.		Discipline		10/18/11		Pat		Yes		Mr. Kurzman was publicly reprimanded and placed on probation by the Supreme Court of Minnesota for transferring funds from a trust account to accounts in financial institutions not approved as depositories for Minnesota clients funds, failing to prepare required trust account trial balances and reconciliations resulting in client balance errors, and commingling personal and client funds by allowing a balance of earned fees to remain in the trust account for a period of at least six months.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-16		Final Order		Cataldo, Ennio		Discipline		10/18/11		TM		Yes		Disbarred by Massachusetts after admission of sufficient facts in court to the crimes of credit card fraud, identity fraud, and larceny. Each crime is a felony and constitutes a "serious crime" as defined in Mass. The court also noted that Mr. Cataldo had been indefinitely suspended from the practice of law in Massachusetts on June 2, 2009, due to his failure to cooperate with bar counsel in two separate investigations in connection with allegations of misconduct.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2010-40		Final Order		Bollman, William H.		Discipline		10/19/11		Pat		No		Mr. Bollman filed six boxes of documents as a litigation Information Disclosure Statement in a reexamination proceeding and in three co-pending applications.  However, he never read, reviewed, or inspected the documents; nor did he file them as confidential; thus, he violated a protective order from the district court hearing a patent infringement suit -- and he was held in contempt and his party ordered to pay fees and costs ($322,811).  Such act as conduit is a false certification to the Office.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-08		Final Order		La Mondue, Carl Christen		Discipline		11/17/11		TM		Yes		In connection with Mr. La Mondue's handling of a divorce matter for a client, the Virginia State Bar publicly reprimanded Mr. La Mondue for violating that jurisdiction's Rule of Professional Conduct 1.3 (intentionally failing to carry out a contract of employment for professional legal services) and Rule of Professional Conduct 1.16 (representing a client when the lawyer has been discharged).		10.23		Reprimand

		D2011-48		Final Order		Hurst, Ronald A., Jr.		Discipline		11/17/11		TM		Yes		Florida bar reprimand was predicated upon a determination that Mr. Hurst informed the court in a case matter that he was representing his client "pro bono" when in fact he expected a trial fee of $6,000. Based on his failure to advise the court that he anticipated being paid a trial fee, he violated Fla. Bar rule.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2011-50		Interim Suspension		Taltavull, William Warren, III		Discipline		11/17/11		Pat		No		Convicted and committed in West Virginia of two counts of use of a minor in filming sexually explicit conduct--ten year sentence.  Here interim suspension, else see final exclusion in 2012.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-62		Final Order		Zborovsky, Ilya		Discipline		11/17/11		Pat		No		Patent agent filed and prosecuted 78 trademark applications without authorization to practice before the Office in such cases.		10.23		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-57		Final Order		Janka, John C.		Discipline		11/21/11		Pat		No		Prepared and caused to be filed IDS in a reexamination that contained documents found to be covered by protective order in Federal district court infringement case.		10.77		Reprimand

		D2011-31		Final Order		Chandler, Travis		Discipline		12/6/11		Pat		No		Repeated pattern of abandoning clients and applications: Respondent abandoned eight separate patent applications for seven different clients after receiving payment for his promised legal services in connection with those patent applications; Respondent abandoned six additional patent applications belonging to seven additional clients, and also abandoned thirteen different trademark applications. Respondent abandoned his clients and their applications intentionally, and by so doing, he caused them harm. Also was suspended by Nevada bar.		10.23, 10.77		Exclusion

		D2011-13		Final Order		Edelson, Leon I.		Discipline		12/15/11		Pat		No		Did not communicate to client documents and status information on patent, PCT, trademark matters; and provided false or misleading information on status to client instead.  Failed to keep himself informed of status and allowed applications to go abandoned without client's knowledge or consent.  Also provide false or misleading information to OED in connection with this.		10.23, 10.84		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-37		Final Order		Ambriz-Najera, Amelia		Discipline		12/23/11		TM		Yes		State bar of Texas reprimanded based on grievances of two clients: neglecting a legal matter, and keeping client reasonably informed about status and promptly complying with reasonable requests for information.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2011-40		Final Order		Misfeldt, Karen		Discipline		12/29/11		TM		Yes		State bar of Oregon reprimanded based on undertaking client's representation without making sufficient inquiry into the client's condition and objectives; not having direct oral communication with client, engaging in concurrent representation involving conflict of interest, and failing to communicate adequately with client.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2011-41		Final Order		Hou, Junwei Wayne		Discipline		1/10/12		TM		Yes		Attorney Grievance Commission of Maryland issued a Letter of Reprimand publicly reprimanding Mr. Hou for violating Maryland Lawyers' Rules of Professional Conduct 1.4 and 1.7				Reprimand

		D2011-53		Final Order		Cutillo. Arthur J.		Discipline		1/10/12		Pat		Yes		On January 14, 2011, in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, Respondent pled guilty to the crimes of insider trading; specifically, conspiracy to commit securities fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 371, and securities fraud in violation of 15 U.S.C. §§ 78j(b) and 78ff. On June 30, 2011, Respondent was sentenced to thirty months in prison and ordered to forfeit $378,608. The Supreme Court of New York disbarred Mr.Cutillo as a result of his guilty plea to the crimes of conspiracy to commit securities fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 371, and securities fraud in violation of 15 U.S.C. §§ 780) and 78ff, which are felonies under the United States Code.				Exclusion

		D2011-04		Final Order		Burkhart, Patrick N.		Discipline		1/10/12		Pat		No		Mr. Burkhart did not provide a client with accurate information about the status of a patent application and did not timely file a change of correspondence address after withdrawing from representation of a matter so that a client would receive future correspondence directly from the Office about an issued patent (a request for reexamination). He also did not promptly return the client's application file.		10.77, 10.112		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-21		Final Order		Chan, Raymond Y.		Discipline		1/17/12		Pat		No		Mr.Chan engaged in practice of having inventor-clients sign oaths or declarations prior to preparation of clients' non-provisional patent applications--violates oath that person has reviewed the applications.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-49		Final Order		Suplizio, Jesse Paul		Discipline		1/25/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred from Arizona under multiple rules there (ER 12 (Scope of Representation and Allocation of Authority
Between Client and Lawyer); ER 1.3 (Diligence); ER 1.4 (Communication); ER 1.15 (Safekeeping Property); ER 1.16(d) (Declining or Terminating Representation); and ER 8.1 (b) (Bar Admission and Disciplinary Matters) by failing to disclose a necessary fact in a disciplinary matter.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-34		Final Order		Scott, Steven R.		Discipline		1/31/12		Pat		No		Had five checks returned for insufficient funds; agreed to open new client trust account and notify Florida bar automatically if happens again.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2012-09		Final Order		Scalia, Aaron J.		Discipline		2/3/12		Pat		No		Mr. Scalia pled guilty and was convicted of conspiracy to commit securities fraud.		10.23, 10.57		Exclusion

		D2011-19		Final Order		Rayve, Brian R.		Discipline		2/6/12		Pat		No		Mr. Rayve was suspended in 2008 for failing to notify clients of correspondence and neglect of applications that became abandoned.  Then, while suspended, he engaged in unauthorized practice by talking to new client and continuing to prepare and file applications for other existing clients.		10.23, 10.77		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-35		Final Order		Johansen, Walter E., III		Discipline		2/6/12		Pat		No		Submitted two different checks, dishonored for insufficient funds, each for reviving different applications -- but both abandoned applications not revived.		10.23, 10.77		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-56		Final Order		Park, Woochoon W.		Discipline		2/6/12		Pat		No		Overworked Mr. Park allowed seven applications to go abandoned without clients' knowledge or consent.		10.40, 10.77		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-61		Final Order		Tikku, Anup		Discipline		2/7/12		Pat		Yes		Left a bruise on his child over homework, reported by teacher.  State bar of California issued Stipulated Order of Reproval.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2011-52		Final Order		Matlock, Kenneth Brian		Discipline		2/7/12		Pat		No		Allowed patent applications to become abandoned without client consent		10.77		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-39		Final Order		Snyder, Craig J.J.		Discipline		2/8/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred from New York based on misconduct that settlement funds were converted from escrow -- i.e. larceny of $244,000.		11.24		Exclusion

		D2011-64		Final Order		Lane, Fred P.		Discipline		2/8/12		Pat		No		Mr. Lane named himself as an inventor with client on medical device; did not disclose second related application without client, i.e. but Mr. Lane still listed as inventor; and he did not obtain client consent after full disclosure.		10.62, 10.65		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-38		Final Order		Fox, David E.		Discipline		2/14/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred from Maryland for neglecting a client matter, making a misrepresentation to a client, settling a matter without consulting with a client, and failing to cooperate with the office of Bar Counsel.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2012-07		Final Order		Burkenroad, David		Discipline		2/14/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred on ethical grounds from State Bar of California.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-25		Final Order		Ames, Wesley B.		Discipline		2/14/12		Pat		No		Allowed patent applications to become abandoned without client consent, failed to communicate, failed to refund fees not earned, abandoned person and corporation as his clients, intentionally and habitually violated rules.		10.23, 10.77, 10.84, 10.89		Exclusion

		D2011-43		Final Order		Okorafor, James O.		Discipline		2/15/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended for two years in Texas for misconduct that was deceitful, dishonest, and constituted misrepresentations to a third party.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-58		Final Order		Karasik, Olga A.		Discipline		2/15/12		TM		Yes		California suspension and probation for accepting clients in a matter with actual conflicts between them without informed, written consent of each one.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2012-04 and 10-06		Final Order		Kubler, Francis L.		Discipline		2/15/12		Pat		No		Mr. Kubler neglected to communicate adequately with clients, lacked a uniform system of client notification and reply.		10.77		Reprimand

		D2011-42		Final Order		Lofstedt, Ben E.		Discipline		2/16/12		Pat		Yes		California suspension for two client matters: (1) failure to communicate and file offer with IRS, (2) failed in provide accounting to receiver in divorce causing 16 month delay.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-65		Final Order		Malorzo, Thomas V.		Discipline		2/22/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended on ethical grounds in Texas for failing to safeguard funds belonging to a third party while acting as a settlement agent in a closing transaction, failing to promptly deliver to the third party the funds it was entitled to receive, and by engaging in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-30		Final Order		Grodt, Thomas P.		Discipline		2/24/12		Pat		Yes		The Supreme Court of New Hampshire suspended Mr. Grodt for failing to act with reasonable diligence and promptness in representing his clients, for failing to forward important documents to his clients, and  for failing to explain to them the legal and practical aspects of their cases.  He also made false statements to the clients and to the Attorney discipline office.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-50		Final Order		Taltavull, William Warren III		Discipline		3/12/12		Pat		No		Convicted and committed in West Virginia of two counts of use of a minor in filming sexually explicit conduct.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2012-11		Final Order		Miller, Robert J.		Discipline		3/13/12		Pat		No		Mr. Miller did not timely file federal income tax returns for the years 1993 and 1998 through 2008 nor did he timely pay his federal income tax liabilities for those years. Mr. Miller also did not timely file state income tax returns for the years 1998 through 2009, nor did he timely pay his state income tax liabilities for those years. Consequently, Mr. Miller owes federal and state income taxes, interest, and penalties. He, however, has made arrangements with the appropriate federal and state authorities to make payments that would eventually eliminate his federal and state income tax delinquencies.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2012-16		Final Order		Berns, Michael A.		Discipline		4/17/12		Pat		No		Failing to inform client of correspondence: did not respond to a Notice to filed Corrected Papers and did not notify client of application abandonment.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2012-14		Final Order		Harrington, Christopher D.		Discipline		4/18/12		Pat		No		Took referrals from Invention Submission Corp. (ISC) but did not speak directly to clients, did not explain fee escrows, did not divulge business relationship with ISC, nor obtain clients' informed consent.  Did not engage in pre-filing discussions with clients and did not timely inform clients of Office actions nor of abandonments.		10.23, 10.62, 10.66, 10.77		Suspension and Probation

		D2012-22		Final Order		Massicotte, Michelle A.		Discipline		5/16/12		TM		No		Ms. Massicotte provided the Office with false or misleading information in connection with petitions to revive three abandoned trademark applications.		10.23, 10.77, 10.84		Suspension

		D2011-55		Final Order		Conners, Jane A.		Discipline		5/30/12		TM		Yes		Ms. Conners stole $13,604 from client trust account for her personal use, failed to pay money to client to which he was entitled, and so was suspended from California State Bar for 2-years with co-current 3-yr probation.		10.23		Suspension

		D2012-19		Final Order		Reardon, George R.		Discipline		6/4/12		Pat		No		Served as President of National Assoc. of Patent Practitioners (NAPP) where he misappropriated >$116,894 of NAPP funds for personal use. Also misused NAPP credit card and submitted false NAPP financial reports to conceal misconduct.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2012-02		Final Order		Shippey, Karla		Discipline		6/11/12		TM		Yes		Suspended by California for failing to obtain loan modifications or other legal services for seven clients, failing to respond to USPTO correspondence and allowing applications to become abandoned, failing to forward or return fees.		10.23		Suspension

		D2012-08		Final Order		Bivens, Jeffrey R.		Discipline		6/13/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred on ethical grounds from the State bar of Washington based on material misrepresentations made to a bank and the US Small Business Association during representation of owner/seller of company. A felony guilty plea was entered into US District Ct for W. District of Washington with regards to charge of False Statements (18 USC 1001).		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-54		Final Order		Peterson, Paul N.		Discipline		6/15/12		Pat		No		Convicted of theft from client's business checking account by using a check debit card to withdraw funds and writing checks on the account without client's knowledge, permission, or consent.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-66		Final Order		Dorny, Brett N.		Discipline		6/21/12		Pat		Yes		Disbarred in Massachusetts for intentional misuse of client funds, multiple instances of neglect of client matters, intentional misrepresentations to clients to hide neglect, submission of falsified documents, and failure to cooperate with bar counsel investigation.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2012-03		Final Order		Lewis Jr., Francis H.		Discipline		6/21/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended in California for misappropriating >7,687$ of client funds, representing three clients without consent in landlord-tenant matter with potential conflicts, failure to render appropriate client accounts, and failure to resolve client fee dispute before disbursing funds to himself.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-44		Final Order		Portner, Henry N.		Discipline		6/22/12		TM		Yes		Reprimanded by Supreme Court of Florida for misleading direct mail advertisements for foreclosure defense and loan modification representation services.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2012-17		Final Order		Malveaux, David		Discipline		6/22/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended by California for misrepresenting doctor's report submitted to State Bar in connection with substance abuse reporting conditions -- altered report to appear as if doctor authored it.		10.23		Suspension

		D2012-01		Final Order		Jaeger, Hugh D.		Discipline		7/9/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended by Minnesota for neglecting multiple client matters, signing documents without consent, failing to return client files, and failing to cooperate with the disciplinary investigation.		10.23		Suspension

										Non-Reciprocal		27				No. Exclusion		15				Probation?

										Reciprocal		28				No. Suspension		18				6

																No. Reprimand		22				10





NonRecip

		Proceeding No.		Decision		Respondent		Type		Date		Pat or TM?		Recip?		What happened?		37CFR10??		Result?

		D2011-59		Final Order		Seto, Robert M.		Discipline		10/11/11		Pat		No		Mr. Seto assisted his son in the unauthorized practice of patent and trademark law while his son was employed as a patent examiner at the Office. Mr. Seto collected fees from the clients and shared those fees with his son while his son was in the employ of the Office.		10.23, 10.37, 10.47		Suspension

		D2010-27		Final Order		Mackenzie, Douglas E.		Discipline		10/12/11		Pat		No		Mr. Mackenzie violated 10.23(c)(14) by knowingly failing to notify the Director in writing of his change in his professional licensure status that would preclude continued registration as a patent attorney; violated 10.31 (d) by continuing to hold himself out as authorized to represent clients in trademark matters before the Office while not licensed to practice law by the State Bar of California; violated 10.40(b)( 4) by not timely withdrawing from representing a client after the client brought suit against Respondent; violated, inter alia, 10.62(a), in connection with the referral from an invention development company, by accepting employment without the consent of the client after full disclosure; and violated 10.68(a)(I), in connection with the referral from an invention development company, by accepting compensation from one other than the practitioner's client for the practitioner's legal services to or for the client without the consent of the client after full disclosure.		10.23, 10.31, 10.40, 10.62, 10.66, 10.68		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-27		Initial Decision		Shippey, Michael A.		Discipline		10/14/11		Pat		No		Mr. Shippey violated the Rules by neglecting legal matters entrusted to him, engaging in multiple counts of professional misconduct, handling a legal matter without adequate preparation, failing to seek the lawful objectives of a client, failing to carry out an employment contract with clients, and intentionally or habitually violating the Rules.		10.23, 10.77, 10.84, 10.89		Exclusion

		D2010-40		Final Order		Bollman, William H.		Discipline		10/19/11		Pat		No		Mr. Bollman filed six boxes of documents as a litigation Information Disclosure Statement in a reexamination proceeding and in three co-pending applications.  However, he never read, reviewed, or inspected the documents; nor did he file them as confidential; thus, he violated a protective order from the district court hearing a patent infringement suit -- and he was held in contempt and his party ordered to pay fees and costs ($322,811).  Such act as conduit is a false certification to the Office.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-50		Interim Suspension		Taltavull, William Warren, III		Discipline		11/17/11		Pat		No		Convicted and committed in West Virginia of two counts of use of a minor in filming sexually explicit conduct--ten year sentence.  Here interim suspension, else see final exclusion in 2012.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-62		Final Order		Zborovsky, Ilya		Discipline		11/17/11		Pat		No		Patent agent filed and prosecuted 78 trademark applications without authorization to practice before the Office in such cases.		10.23		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-57		Final Order		Janka, John C.		Discipline		11/21/11		Pat		No		Prepared and caused to be filed IDS in a reexamination that contained documents found to be covered by protective order in Federal district court infringement case.		10.77		Reprimand

		D2011-31		Final Order		Chandler, Travis		Discipline		12/6/11		Pat		No		Repeated pattern of abandoning clients and applications: Respondent abandoned eight separate patent applications for seven different clients after receiving payment for his promised legal services in connection with those patent applications; Respondent abandoned six additional patent applications belonging to seven additional clients, and also abandoned thirteen different trademark applications. Respondent abandoned his clients and their applications intentionally, and by so doing, he caused them harm. Also was suspended by Nevada bar.		10.23, 10.77		Exclusion

		D2011-13		Final Order		Edelson, Leon I.		Discipline		12/15/11		Pat		No		Did not communicate to client documents and status information on patent, PCT, trademark matters; and provided false or misleading information on status to client instead.  Failed to keep himself informed of status and allowed applications to go abandoned without client's knowledge or consent.  Also provide false or misleading information to OED in connection with this.		10.23, 10.84		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-04		Final Order		Burkhart, Patrick N.		Discipline		1/10/12		Pat		No		Mr. Burkhart did not provide a client with accurate information about the status of a patent application and did not timely file a change of correspondence address after withdrawing from representation of a matter so that a client would receive future correspondence directly from the Office about an issued patent (a request for reexamination). He also did not promptly return the client's application file.		10.77, 10.112		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-21		Final Order		Chan, Raymond Y.		Discipline		1/17/12		Pat		No		Mr.Chan engaged in practice of having inventor-clients sign oaths or declarations prior to preparation of clients' non-provisional patent applications--violates oath that person has reviewed the applications.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-34		Final Order		Scott, Steven R.		Discipline		1/31/12		Pat		No		Had five checks returned for insufficient funds; agreed to open new client trust account and notify Florida bar automatically if happens again.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2012-09		Final Order		Scalia, Aaron J.		Discipline		2/3/12		Pat		No		Mr. Scalia pled guilty and was convicted of conspiracy to commit securities fraud.		10.23, 10.57		Exclusion

		D2011-19		Final Order		Rayve, Brian R.		Discipline		2/6/12		Pat		No		Mr. Rayve was suspended in 2008 for failing to notify clients of correspondence and neglect of applications that became abandoned.  Then, while suspended, he engaged in unauthorized practice by talking to new client and continuing to prepare and file applications for other existing clients.		10.23, 10.77		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-35		Final Order		Johansen, Walter E., III		Discipline		2/6/12		Pat		No		Submitted two different checks, dishonored for insufficient funds, each for reviving different applications -- but both abandoned applications not revived.		10.23, 10.77		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-56		Final Order		Park, Woochoon W.		Discipline		2/6/12		Pat		No		Overworked Mr. Park allowed seven applications to go abandoned without clients' knowledge or consent.		10.40, 10.77		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-52		Final Order		Matlock, Kenneth Brian		Discipline		2/7/12		Pat		No		Allowed patent applications to become abandoned without client consent		10.77		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-64		Final Order		Lane, Fred P.		Discipline		2/8/12		Pat		No		Mr. Lane named himself as an inventor with client on medical device; did not disclose second related application without client, i.e. but Mr. Lane still listed as inventor; and he did not obtain client consent after full disclosure.		10.62, 10.65		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-25		Final Order		Ames, Wesley B.		Discipline		2/14/12		Pat		No		Allowed patent applications to become abandoned without client consent, failed to communicate, failed to refund fees not earned, abandoned person and corporation as his clients, intentionally and habitually violated rules.		10.23, 10.77, 10.84, 10.89		Exclusion

		D2012-04 and 10-06		Final Order		Kubler, Francis L.		Discipline		2/15/12		Pat		No		Mr. Kubler neglected to communicate adequately with clients, lacked a uniform system of client notification and reply.		10.77		Reprimand

		D2011-50		Final Order		Taltavull, William Warren III		Discipline		3/12/12		Pat		No		Convicted and committed in West Virginia of two counts of use of a minor in filming sexually explicit conduct.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2012-11		Final Order		Miller, Robert J.		Discipline		3/13/12		Pat		No		Mr. Miller did not timely file federal income tax returns for the years 1993 and 1998 through 2008 nor did he timely pay his federal income tax liabilities for those years. Mr. Miller also did not timely file state income tax returns for the years 1998 through 2009, nor did he timely pay his state income tax liabilities for those years. Consequently, Mr. Miller owes federal and state income taxes, interest, and penalties. He, however, has made arrangements with the appropriate federal and state authorities to make payments that would eventually eliminate his federal and state income tax delinquencies.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2012-16		Final Order		Berns, Michael A.		Discipline		4/17/12		Pat		No		Failing to inform client of correspondence: did not respond to a Notice to filed Corrected Papers and did not notify client of application abandonment.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2012-14		Final Order		Harrington, Christopher D.		Discipline		4/18/12		Pat		No		Took referrals from Invention Submission Corp. (ISC) but did not speak directly to clients, did not explain fee escrows, did not divulge business relationship with ISC, nor obtain clients' informed consent.  Did not engage in pre-filing discussions with clients and did not timely inform clients of Office actions nor of abandonments.		10.23, 10.62, 10.66, 10.77		Suspension and Probation

		D2012-22		Final Order		Massicotte, Michelle A.		Discipline		5/16/12		TM		No		Ms. Massicotte provided the Office with false or misleading information in connection with petitions to revive three abandoned trademark applications.		10.23, 10.77, 10.84		Suspension

		D2012-19		Final Order		Reardon, George R.		Discipline		6/4/12		Pat		No		Served as President of National Assoc. of Patent Practitioners (NAPP) where he misappropriated >$116,894 of NAPP funds for personal use. Also misused NAPP credit card and submitted false NAPP financial reports to conceal misconduct.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-54		Final Order		Peterson, Paul N.		Discipline		6/15/12		Pat		No		Convicted of theft from client's business checking account by using a check debit card to withdraw funds and writing checks on the account without client's knowledge, permission, or consent.		10.23		Exclusion
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2012 Data

		Proceeding No.		Decision		Respondent		Type		Date		Pat or TM?		Recip?		What happened?		37CFR10??		Result?

		D2011-04		Final Order		Burkhart, Patrick N.		Discipline		1/10/12		Pat		No		Mr. Burkhart did not provide a client with accurate information about the status of a patent application and did not timely file a change of correspondence address after withdrawing from representation of a matter so that a client would receive future correspondence directly from the Office about an issued patent (a request for reexamination). He also did not promptly return the client's application file.		10.77, 10.112		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-21		Final Order		Chan, Raymond Y.		Discipline		1/17/12		Pat		No		Mr.Chan engaged in practice of having inventor-clients sign oaths or declarations prior to preparation of clients' non-provisional patent applications--violates oath that person has reviewed the applications.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-34		Final Order		Scott, Steven R.		Discipline		1/31/12		Pat		No		Had five checks returned for insufficient funds; agreed to open new client trust account and notify Florida bar automatically if happens again.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2012-09		Final Order		Scalia, Aaron J.		Discipline		2/3/12		Pat		No		Mr. Scalia pled guilty and was convicted of conspiracy to commit securities fraud.		10.23, 10.57		Exclusion

		D2011-19		Final Order		Rayve, Brian R.		Discipline		2/6/12		Pat		No		Mr. Rayve was suspended in 2008 for failing to notify clients of correspondence and neglect of applications that became abandoned.  Then, while suspended, he engaged in unauthorized practice by talking to new client and continuing to prepare and file applications for other existing clients.		10.23, 10.77		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-35		Final Order		Johansen, Walter E., III		Discipline		2/6/12		Pat		No		Submitted two different checks, dishonored for insufficient funds, each for reviving different applications -- but both abandoned applications not revived.		10.23, 10.77		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-56		Final Order		Park, Woochoon W.		Discipline		2/6/12		Pat		No		Overworked Mr. Park allowed seven applications to go abandoned without clients' knowledge or consent.		10.40, 10.77		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-52		Final Order		Matlock, Kenneth Brian		Discipline		2/7/12		Pat		No		Allowed patent applications to become abandoned without client consent		10.77		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-64		Final Order		Lane, Fred P.		Discipline		2/8/12		Pat		No		Mr. Lane named himself as an inventor with client on medical device; did not disclose second related application without client, i.e. but Mr. Lane still listed as inventor; and he did not obtain client consent after full disclosure.		10.62, 10.65		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-25		Final Order		Ames, Wesley B.		Discipline		2/14/12		Pat		No		Allowed patent applications to become abandoned without client consent, failed to communicate, failed to refund fees not earned, abandoned person and corporation as his clients, intentionally and habitually violated rules.		10.23, 10.77, 10.84, 10.89		Exclusion

		D2012-04 and 10-06		Final Order		Kubler, Francis L.		Discipline		2/15/12		Pat		No		Mr. Kubler neglected to communicate adequately with clients, lacked a uniform system of client notification and reply.		10.77		Reprimand

		D2011-50		Final Order		Taltavull, William Warren III		Discipline		3/12/12		Pat		No		Convicted and committed in West Virginia of two counts of use of a minor in filming sexually explicit conduct.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2012-11		Final Order		Miller, Robert J.		Discipline		3/13/12		Pat		No		Mr. Miller did not timely file federal income tax returns for the years 1993 and 1998 through 2008 nor did he timely pay his federal income tax liabilities for those years. Mr. Miller also did not timely file state income tax returns for the years 1998 through 2009, nor did he timely pay his state income tax liabilities for those years. Consequently, Mr. Miller owes federal and state income taxes, interest, and penalties. He, however, has made arrangements with the appropriate federal and state authorities to make payments that would eventually eliminate his federal and state income tax delinquencies.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2012-16		Final Order		Berns, Michael A.		Discipline		4/17/12		Pat		No		Failing to inform client of correspondence: did not respond to a Notice to filed Corrected Papers and did not notify client of application abandonment.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2012-14		Final Order		Harrington, Christopher D.		Discipline		4/18/12		Pat		No		Took referrals from Invention Submission Corp. (ISC) but did not speak directly to clients, did not explain fee escrows, did not divulge business relationship with ISC, nor obtain clients' informed consent.  Did not engage in pre-filing discussions with clients and did not timely inform clients of Office actions nor of abandonments.		10.23, 10.62, 10.66, 10.77		Suspension and Probation

		D2012-22		Final Order		Massicotte, Michelle A.		Discipline		5/16/12		TM		No		Ms. Massicotte provided the Office with false or misleading information in connection with petitions to revive three abandoned trademark applications.		10.23, 10.77, 10.84		Suspension

		D2012-19		Final Order		Reardon, George R.		Discipline		6/4/12		Pat		No		Served as President of National Assoc. of Patent Practitioners (NAPP) where he misappropriated >$116,894 of NAPP funds for personal use. Also misused NAPP credit card and submitted false NAPP financial reports to conceal misconduct.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-54		Final Order		Peterson, Paul N.		Discipline		6/15/12		Pat		No		Convicted of theft from client's business checking account by using a check debit card to withdraw funds and writing checks on the account without client's knowledge, permission, or consent.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-41		Final Order		Hou, Junwei Wayne		Discipline		1/10/12		TM		Yes		Attorney Grievance Commission of Maryland issued a Letter of Reprimand publicly reprimanding Mr. Hou for violating Maryland Lawyers' Rules of Professional Conduct 1.4 and 1.7				Reprimand

		D2011-53		Final Order		Cutillo. Arthur J.		Discipline		1/10/12		Pat		Yes		On January 14, 2011, in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, Respondent pled guilty to the crimes of insider trading; specifically, conspiracy to commit securities fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 371, and securities fraud in violation of 15 U.S.C. §§ 78j(b) and 78ff. On June 30, 2011, Respondent was sentenced to thirty months in prison and ordered to forfeit $378,608. The Supreme Court of New York disbarred Mr.Cutillo as a result of his guilty plea to the crimes of conspiracy to commit securities fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 371, and securities fraud in violation of 15 U.S.C. §§ 780) and 78ff, which are felonies under the United States Code.				Exclusion

		D2011-49		Final Order		Suplizio, Jesse Paul		Discipline		1/25/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred from Arizona under multiple rules there		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-61		Final Order		Tikku, Anup		Discipline		2/7/12		Pat		Yes		Left a bruise on his child over homework, reported by teacher.  State bar of California issued Stipulated Order of Reproval.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2011-39		Final Order		Snyder, Craig J.J.		Discipline		2/8/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred from New York based on misconduct that settlement funds were converted from escrow -- i.e. larceny of $244,000.		11.24		Exclusion

		D2011-38		Final Order		Fox, David E.		Discipline		2/14/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred from Maryland for neglecting a client matter, making a misrepresentation to a client, settling a matter without consulting with a client, and failing to cooperate with the office of Bar Counsel.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2012-07		Final Order		Burkenroad, David		Discipline		2/14/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred on ethical grounds from State Bar of California.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-43		Final Order		Okorafor, James O.		Discipline		2/15/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended for two years in Texas for misconduct that was deceitful, dishonest, and constituted misrepresentations to a third party.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-58		Final Order		Karasik, Olga A.		Discipline		2/15/12		TM		Yes		California suspension and probation for accepting clients in a matter with actual conflicts between them without informed, written consent of each one.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-42		Final Order		Lofstedt, Ben E.		Discipline		2/16/12		Pat		Yes		California suspension for two client matters: (1) failure to communicate and file offer with IRS, (2) failed in provide accounting to receiver in divorce causing 16 month delay.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-65		Final Order		Malorzo, Thomas V.		Discipline		2/22/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended on ethical grounds in Texas for failing to safeguard funds belonging to a third party while acting as a settlement agent in a closing transaction, failing to promptly deliver to the third party the funds it was entitled to receive, and by engaging in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-30		Final Order		Grodt, Thomas P.		Discipline		2/24/12		Pat		Yes		The Supreme Court of New Hampshire suspended Mr. Grodt for failing to act with reasonable diligence and promptness in representing his clients, for failing to forward important documents to his clients, and  for failing to explain to them the legal and practical aspects of their cases.  He also made false statements to the clients and to the Attorney discipline office.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-55		Final Order		Conners, Jane A.		Discipline		5/30/12		TM		Yes		Ms. Conners stole $13,604 from client trust account for her personal use, failed to pay money to client to which he was entitled, and so was suspended from California State Bar for 2-years with co-current 3-yr probation.		10.23		Suspension

		D2012-02		Final Order		Shippey, Karla		Discipline		6/11/12		TM		Yes		Suspended by California for failing to obtain loan modifications or other legal services for seven clients, failing to respond to USPTO correspondence and allowing applications to become abandoned, failing to forward or return fees.		10.23		Suspension

		D2012-08		Final Order		Bivens, Jeffrey R.		Discipline		6/13/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred on ethical grounds from the State bar of Washington based on material misrepresentations made to a bank and the US Small Business Association during representation of owner/seller of company. A felony guilty plea was entered into US District Ct for W. District of Washington with regards to charge of False Statements (18 USC 1001).		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-66		Final Order		Dorny, Brett N.		Discipline		6/21/12		Pat		Yes		Disbarred in Massachusetts for intentional misuse of client funds, multiple instances of neglect of client matters, intentional misrepresentations to clients to hide neglect, submission of falsified documents, and failure to cooperate with bar counsel investigation.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2012-03		Final Order		Lewis Jr., Francis H.		Discipline		6/21/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended in California for misappropriating >7,687$ of client funds, representing three clients without consent in landlord-tenant matter with potential conflicts, failure to render appropriate client accounts, and failure to resolve client fee dispute before disbursing funds to himself.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-44		Final Order		Portner, Henry N.		Discipline		6/22/12		TM		Yes		Reprimanded by Supreme Court of Florida for misleading direct mail advertisements for foreclosure defense and loan modification representation services.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2012-17		Final Order		Malveaux, David		Discipline		6/22/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended by California for misrepresenting doctor's report submitted to State Bar in connection with substance abuse reporting conditions -- altered report to appear as if doctor authored it.		10.23		Suspension

		D2012-01		Final Order		Jaeger, Hugh D.		Discipline		7/9/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended by Minnesota for neglecting multiple client matters, signing documents without consent, failing to return client files, and failing to cooperate with the disciplinary investigation.		10.23		Suspension
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FY2012 to 7-17-12

		Proceeding No.		Decision		Respondent		Type		Date		Pat or TM?		Recip?		What happened?		37CFR10??		Result?

		D2011-36		Final Order		Bunch, John W.		Discipline		10/7/11		Pat		Yes		Reprimanded by Minnesota Supreme Court for representing to a court in an affidavit that he would commence a civil action in another court to get a dismissal of a landlord-tenant action -- but never commenced action.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2011-59		Final Order		Seto, Robert M.		Discipline		10/11/11		Pat		No		Mr. Seto assisted his son in the unauthorized practice of patent and trademark law while his son was employed as a patent examiner at the Office. Mr. Seto collected fees from the clients and shared those fees with his son while his son was in the employ of the Office.		10.23, 10.37, 10.47		Suspension

		D2010-27		Final Order		Mackenzie, Douglas E.		Discipline		10/12/11		Pat		No		Mr. Mackenzie violated 10.23(c)(14) by knowingly failing to notify the Director in writing of his change in his professional licensure status that would preclude continued registration as a patent attorney; violated 10.31 (d) by continuing to hold himself out as authorized to represent clients in trademark matters before the Office while not licensed to practice law by the State Bar of California; violated 10.40(b)( 4) by not timely withdrawing from representing a client after the client brought suit against Respondent; violated, inter alia, 10.62(a), in connection with the referral from an invention development company, by accepting employment without the consent of the client after full disclosure; and violated 10.68(a)(I), in connection with the referral from an invention development company, by accepting compensation from one other than the practitioner's client for the practitioner's legal services to or for the client without the consent of the client after full disclosure.		10.23, 10.31, 10.40, 10.62, 10.66, 10.68		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-60		Final Order		Briggs, Heath J.		Discipline		10/14/11		Pat		Yes		Colorado attorney disciplined for committing misdemeanor criminal offense based on charge of child abuse against juvenile daughter.		10.23		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-27		Initial Decision		Shippey, Michael A.		Discipline		10/14/11		Pat		No		Mr. Shippey violated the Rules by neglecting legal matters entrusted to him, engaging in multiple counts of professional misconduct, handling a legal matter without adequate preparation, failing to seek the lawful objectives of a client, failing to carry out an employment contract with clients, and intentionally or habitually violating the Rules.		10.23, 10.77, 10.84, 10.89		Exclusion

		D2011-15		Final Order		Kurzman, Marc G.		Discipline		10/18/11		Pat		Yes		Mr. Kurzman was publicly reprimanded and placed on probation by the Supreme Court of Minnesota for transferring funds from a trust account to accounts in financial institutions not approved as depositories for Minnesota clients funds, failing to prepare required trust account trial balances and reconciliations resulting in client balance errors, and commingling personal and client funds by allowing a balance of earned fees to remain in the trust account for a period of at least six months.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-16		Final Order		Cataldo, Ennio		Discipline		10/18/11		TM		Yes		Disbarred by Massachusetts after admission of sufficient facts in court to the crimes of credit card fraud, identity fraud, and larceny. Each crime is a felony and constitutes a "serious crime" as defined in Mass. The court also noted that Mr. Cataldo had been indefinitely suspended from the practice of law in Massachusetts on June 2, 2009, due to his failure to cooperate with bar counsel in two separate investigations in connection with allegations of misconduct.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2010-40		Final Order		Bollman, William H.		Discipline		10/19/11		Pat		No		Mr. Bollman filed six boxes of documents as a litigation Information Disclosure Statement in a reexamination proceeding and in three co-pending applications.  However, he never read, reviewed, or inspected the documents; nor did he file them as confidential; thus, he violated a protective order from the district court hearing a patent infringement suit -- and he was held in contempt and his party ordered to pay fees and costs ($322,811).  Such act as conduit is a false certification to the Office.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-08		Final Order		La Mondue, Carl Christen		Discipline		11/17/11		TM		Yes		In connection with Mr. La Mondue's handling of a divorce matter for a client, the Virginia State Bar publicly reprimanded Mr. La Mondue for violating that jurisdiction's Rule of Professional Conduct 1.3 (intentionally failing to carry out a contract of employment for professional legal services) and Rule of Professional Conduct 1.16 (representing a client when the lawyer has been discharged).		10.23		Reprimand

		D2011-48		Final Order		Hurst, Ronald A., Jr.		Discipline		11/17/11		TM		Yes		Florida bar reprimand was predicated upon a determination that Mr. Hurst informed the court in a case matter that he was representing his client "pro bono" when in fact he expected a trial fee of $6,000. Based on his failure to advise the court that he anticipated being paid a trial fee, he violated Fla. Bar rule.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2011-50		Interim Suspension		Taltavull, William Warren, III		Discipline		11/17/11		Pat		No		Convicted and committed in West Virginia of two counts of use of a minor in filming sexually explicit conduct--ten year sentence.  Here interim suspension, else see final exclusion in 2012.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-62		Final Order		Zborovsky, Ilya		Discipline		11/17/11		Pat		No		Patent agent filed and prosecuted 78 trademark applications without authorization to practice before the Office in such cases.		10.23		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-57		Final Order		Janka, John C.		Discipline		11/21/11		Pat		No		Prepared and caused to be filed IDS in a reexamination that contained documents found to be covered by protective order in Federal district court infringement case.		10.77		Reprimand

		D2011-31		Final Order		Chandler, Travis		Discipline		12/6/11		Pat		No		Repeated pattern of abandoning clients and applications: Respondent abandoned eight separate patent applications for seven different clients after receiving payment for his promised legal services in connection with those patent applications; Respondent abandoned six additional patent applications belonging to seven additional clients, and also abandoned thirteen different trademark applications. Respondent abandoned his clients and their applications intentionally, and by so doing, he caused them harm. Also was suspended by Nevada bar.		10.23, 10.77		Exclusion

		D2011-13		Final Order		Edelson, Leon I.		Discipline		12/15/11		Pat		No		Did not communicate to client documents and status information on patent, PCT, trademark matters; and provided false or misleading information on status to client instead.  Failed to keep himself informed of status and allowed applications to go abandoned without client's knowledge or consent.  Also provide false or misleading information to OED in connection with this.		10.23, 10.84		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-37		Final Order		Ambriz-Najera, Amelia		Discipline		12/23/11		TM		Yes		State bar of Texas reprimanded based on grievances of two clients: neglecting a legal matter, and keeping client reasonably informed about status and promptly complying with reasonable requests for information.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2011-40		Final Order		Misfeldt, Karen		Discipline		12/29/11		TM		Yes		State bar of Oregon reprimanded based on undertaking client's representation without making sufficient inquiry into the client's condition and objectives; not having direct oral communication with client, engaging in concurrent representation involving conflict of interest, and failing to communicate adequately with client.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2011-41		Final Order		Hou, Junwei Wayne		Discipline		1/10/12		TM		Yes		Attorney Grievance Commission of Maryland issued a Letter of Reprimand publicly reprimanding Mr. Hou for violating Maryland Lawyers' Rules of Professional Conduct 1.4 and 1.7				Reprimand

		D2011-53		Final Order		Cutillo. Arthur J.		Discipline		1/10/12		Pat		Yes		On January 14, 2011, in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, Respondent pled guilty to the crimes of insider trading; specifically, conspiracy to commit securities fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 371, and securities fraud in violation of 15 U.S.C. §§ 78j(b) and 78ff. On June 30, 2011, Respondent was sentenced to thirty months in prison and ordered to forfeit $378,608. The Supreme Court of New York disbarred Mr.Cutillo as a result of his guilty plea to the crimes of conspiracy to commit securities fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 371, and securities fraud in violation of 15 U.S.C. §§ 780) and 78ff, which are felonies under the United States Code.				Exclusion

		D2011-04		Final Order		Burkhart, Patrick N.		Discipline		1/10/12		Pat		No		Mr. Burkhart did not provide a client with accurate information about the status of a patent application and did not timely file a change of correspondence address after withdrawing from representation of a matter so that a client would receive future correspondence directly from the Office about an issued patent (a request for reexamination). He also did not promptly return the client's application file.		10.77, 10.112		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-21		Final Order		Chan, Raymond Y.		Discipline		1/17/12		Pat		No		Mr.Chan engaged in practice of having inventor-clients sign oaths or declarations prior to preparation of clients' non-provisional patent applications--violates oath that person has reviewed the applications.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-49		Final Order		Suplizio, Jesse Paul		Discipline		1/25/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred from Arizona under multiple rules there (ER 12 (Scope of Representation and Allocation of Authority
Between Client and Lawyer); ER 1.3 (Diligence); ER 1.4 (Communication); ER 1.15 (Safekeeping Property); ER 1.16(d) (Declining or Terminating Representation); and ER 8.1 (b) (Bar Admission and Disciplinary Matters) by failing to disclose a necessary fact in a disciplinary matter.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-34		Final Order		Scott, Steven R.		Discipline		1/31/12		Pat		No		Had five checks returned for insufficient funds; agreed to open new client trust account and notify Florida bar automatically if happens again.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2012-09		Final Order		Scalia, Aaron J.		Discipline		2/3/12		Pat		No		Mr. Scalia pled guilty and was convicted of conspiracy to commit securities fraud.		10.23, 10.57		Exclusion

		D2011-19		Final Order		Rayve, Brian R.		Discipline		2/6/12		Pat		No		Mr. Rayve was suspended in 2008 for failing to notify clients of correspondence and neglect of applications that became abandoned.  Then, while suspended, he engaged in unauthorized practice by talking to new client and continuing to prepare and file applications for other existing clients.		10.23, 10.77		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-35		Final Order		Johansen, Walter E., III		Discipline		2/6/12		Pat		No		Submitted two different checks, dishonored for insufficient funds, each for reviving different applications -- but both abandoned applications not revived.		10.23, 10.77		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-56		Final Order		Park, Woochoon W.		Discipline		2/6/12		Pat		No		Overworked Mr. Park allowed seven applications to go abandoned without clients' knowledge or consent.		10.40, 10.77		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-61		Final Order		Tikku, Anup		Discipline		2/7/12		Pat		Yes		Left a bruise on his child over homework, reported by teacher.  State bar of California issued Stipulated Order of Reproval.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2011-52		Final Order		Matlock, Kenneth Brian		Discipline		2/7/12		Pat		No		Allowed patent applications to become abandoned without client consent		10.77		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-39		Final Order		Snyder, Craig J.J.		Discipline		2/8/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred from New York based on misconduct that settlement funds were converted from escrow -- i.e. larceny of $244,000.		11.24		Exclusion

		D2011-64		Final Order		Lane, Fred P.		Discipline		2/8/12		Pat		No		Mr. Lane named himself as an inventor with client on medical device; did not disclose second related application without client, i.e. but Mr. Lane still listed as inventor; and he did not obtain client consent after full disclosure.		10.62, 10.65		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-38		Final Order		Fox, David E.		Discipline		2/14/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred from Maryland for neglecting a client matter, making a misrepresentation to a client, settling a matter without consulting with a client, and failing to cooperate with the office of Bar Counsel.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2012-07		Final Order		Burkenroad, David		Discipline		2/14/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred on ethical grounds from State Bar of California.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-25		Final Order		Ames, Wesley B.		Discipline		2/14/12		Pat		No		Allowed patent applications to become abandoned without client consent, failed to communicate, failed to refund fees not earned, abandoned person and corporation as his clients, intentionally and habitually violated rules.		10.23, 10.77, 10.84, 10.89		Exclusion

		D2011-43		Final Order		Okorafor, James O.		Discipline		2/15/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended for two years in Texas for misconduct that was deceitful, dishonest, and constituted misrepresentations to a third party.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-58		Final Order		Karasik, Olga A.		Discipline		2/15/12		TM		Yes		California suspension and probation for accepting clients in a matter with actual conflicts between them without informed, written consent of each one.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2012-04 and 10-06		Final Order		Kubler, Francis L.		Discipline		2/15/12		Pat		No		Mr. Kubler neglected to communicate adequately with clients, lacked a uniform system of client notification and reply.		10.77		Reprimand

		D2011-42		Final Order		Lofstedt, Ben E.		Discipline		2/16/12		Pat		Yes		California suspension for two client matters: (1) failure to communicate and file offer with IRS, (2) failed in provide accounting to receiver in divorce causing 16 month delay.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-65		Final Order		Malorzo, Thomas V.		Discipline		2/22/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended on ethical grounds in Texas for failing to safeguard funds belonging to a third party while acting as a settlement agent in a closing transaction, failing to promptly deliver to the third party the funds it was entitled to receive, and by engaging in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-30		Final Order		Grodt, Thomas P.		Discipline		2/24/12		Pat		Yes		The Supreme Court of New Hampshire suspended Mr. Grodt for failing to act with reasonable diligence and promptness in representing his clients, for failing to forward important documents to his clients, and  for failing to explain to them the legal and practical aspects of their cases.  He also made false statements to the clients and to the Attorney discipline office.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-50		Final Order		Taltavull, William Warren III		Discipline		3/12/12		Pat		No		Convicted and committed in West Virginia of two counts of use of a minor in filming sexually explicit conduct.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2012-11		Final Order		Miller, Robert J.		Discipline		3/13/12		Pat		No		Mr. Miller did not timely file federal income tax returns for the years 1993 and 1998 through 2008 nor did he timely pay his federal income tax liabilities for those years. Mr. Miller also did not timely file state income tax returns for the years 1998 through 2009, nor did he timely pay his state income tax liabilities for those years. Consequently, Mr. Miller owes federal and state income taxes, interest, and penalties. He, however, has made arrangements with the appropriate federal and state authorities to make payments that would eventually eliminate his federal and state income tax delinquencies.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2012-16		Final Order		Berns, Michael A.		Discipline		4/17/12		Pat		No		Failing to inform client of correspondence: did not respond to a Notice to filed Corrected Papers and did not notify client of application abandonment.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2012-14		Final Order		Harrington, Christopher D.		Discipline		4/18/12		Pat		No		Took referrals from Invention Submission Corp. (ISC) but did not speak directly to clients, did not explain fee escrows, did not divulge business relationship with ISC, nor obtain clients' informed consent.  Did not engage in pre-filing discussions with clients and did not timely inform clients of Office actions nor of abandonments.		10.23, 10.62, 10.66, 10.77		Suspension and Probation

		D2012-22		Final Order		Massicotte, Michelle A.		Discipline		5/16/12		TM		No		Ms. Massicotte provided the Office with false or misleading information in connection with petitions to revive three abandoned trademark applications.		10.23, 10.77, 10.84		Suspension

		D2011-55		Final Order		Conners, Jane A.		Discipline		5/30/12		TM		Yes		Ms. Conners stole $13,604 from client trust account for her personal use, failed to pay money to client to which he was entitled, and so was suspended from California State Bar for 2-years with co-current 3-yr probation.		10.23		Suspension

		D2012-19		Final Order		Reardon, George R.		Discipline		6/4/12		Pat		No		Served as President of National Assoc. of Patent Practitioners (NAPP) where he misappropriated >$116,894 of NAPP funds for personal use. Also misused NAPP credit card and submitted false NAPP financial reports to conceal misconduct.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2012-02		Final Order		Shippey, Karla		Discipline		6/11/12		TM		Yes		Suspended by California for failing to obtain loan modifications or other legal services for seven clients, failing to respond to USPTO correspondence and allowing applications to become abandoned, failing to forward or return fees.		10.23		Suspension

		D2012-08		Final Order		Bivens, Jeffrey R.		Discipline		6/13/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred on ethical grounds from the State bar of Washington based on material misrepresentations made to a bank and the US Small Business Association during representation of owner/seller of company. A felony guilty plea was entered into US District Ct for W. District of Washington with regards to charge of False Statements (18 USC 1001).		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-54		Final Order		Peterson, Paul N.		Discipline		6/15/12		Pat		No		Convicted of theft from client's business checking account by using a check debit card to withdraw funds and writing checks on the account without client's knowledge, permission, or consent.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-66		Final Order		Dorny, Brett N.		Discipline		6/21/12		Pat		Yes		Disbarred in Massachusetts for intentional misuse of client funds, multiple instances of neglect of client matters, intentional misrepresentations to clients to hide neglect, submission of falsified documents, and failure to cooperate with bar counsel investigation.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2012-03		Final Order		Lewis Jr., Francis H.		Discipline		6/21/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended in California for misappropriating >7,687$ of client funds, representing three clients without consent in landlord-tenant matter with potential conflicts, failure to render appropriate client accounts, and failure to resolve client fee dispute before disbursing funds to himself.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-44		Final Order		Portner, Henry N.		Discipline		6/22/12		TM		Yes		Reprimanded by Supreme Court of Florida for misleading direct mail advertisements for foreclosure defense and loan modification representation services.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2012-17		Final Order		Malveaux, David		Discipline		6/22/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended by California for misrepresenting doctor's report submitted to State Bar in connection with substance abuse reporting conditions -- altered report to appear as if doctor authored it.		10.23		Suspension

		D2012-01		Final Order		Jaeger, Hugh D.		Discipline		7/9/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended by Minnesota for neglecting multiple client matters, signing documents without consent, failing to return client files, and failing to cooperate with the disciplinary investigation.		10.23		Suspension
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		D2011-59		Final Order		Seto, Robert M.		Discipline		10/11/11		Pat		No		Mr. Seto assisted his son in the unauthorized practice of patent and trademark law while his son was employed as a patent examiner at the Office. Mr. Seto collected fees from the clients and shared those fees with his son while his son was in the employ of the Office.		10.23, 10.37, 10.47		Suspension

		D2010-27		Final Order		Mackenzie, Douglas E.		Discipline		10/12/11		Pat		No		Mr. Mackenzie violated 10.23(c)(14) by knowingly failing to notify the Director in writing of his change in his professional licensure status that would preclude continued registration as a patent attorney; violated 10.31 (d) by continuing to hold himself out as authorized to represent clients in trademark matters before the Office while not licensed to practice law by the State Bar of California; violated 10.40(b)( 4) by not timely withdrawing from representing a client after the client brought suit against Respondent; violated, inter alia, 10.62(a), in connection with the referral from an invention development company, by accepting employment without the consent of the client after full disclosure; and violated 10.68(a)(I), in connection with the referral from an invention development company, by accepting compensation from one other than the practitioner's client for the practitioner's legal services to or for the client without the consent of the client after full disclosure.		10.23, 10.31, 10.40, 10.62, 10.66, 10.68		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-27		Initial Decision		Shippey, Michael A.		Discipline		10/14/11		Pat		No		Mr. Shippey violated the Rules by neglecting legal matters entrusted to him, engaging in multiple counts of professional misconduct, handling a legal matter without adequate preparation, failing to seek the lawful objectives of a client, failing to carry out an employment contract with clients, and intentionally or habitually violating the Rules.		10.23, 10.77, 10.84, 10.89		Exclusion

		D2010-40		Final Order		Bollman, William H.		Discipline		10/19/11		Pat		No		Mr. Bollman filed six boxes of documents as a litigation Information Disclosure Statement in a reexamination proceeding and in three co-pending applications.  However, he never read, reviewed, or inspected the documents; nor did he file them as confidential; thus, he violated a protective order from the district court hearing a patent infringement suit -- and he was held in contempt and his party ordered to pay fees and costs ($322,811).  Such act as conduit is a false certification to the Office.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-50		Interim Suspension		Taltavull, William Warren, III		Discipline		11/17/11		Pat		No		Convicted and committed in West Virginia of two counts of use of a minor in filming sexually explicit conduct--ten year sentence.  Here interim suspension, else see final exclusion in 2012.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-62		Final Order		Zborovsky, Ilya		Discipline		11/17/11		Pat		No		Patent agent filed and prosecuted 78 trademark applications without authorization to practice before the Office in such cases.		10.23		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-57		Final Order		Janka, John C.		Discipline		11/21/11		Pat		No		Prepared and caused to be filed IDS in a reexamination that contained documents found to be covered by protective order in Federal district court infringement case.		10.77		Reprimand

		D2011-31		Final Order		Chandler, Travis		Discipline		12/6/11		Pat		No		Repeated pattern of abandoning clients and applications: Respondent abandoned eight separate patent applications for seven different clients after receiving payment for his promised legal services in connection with those patent applications; Respondent abandoned six additional patent applications belonging to seven additional clients, and also abandoned thirteen different trademark applications. Respondent abandoned his clients and their applications intentionally, and by so doing, he caused them harm. Also was suspended by Nevada bar.		10.23, 10.77		Exclusion

		D2011-13		Final Order		Edelson, Leon I.		Discipline		12/15/11		Pat		No		Did not communicate to client documents and status information on patent, PCT, trademark matters; and provided false or misleading information on status to client instead.  Failed to keep himself informed of status and allowed applications to go abandoned without client's knowledge or consent.  Also provide false or misleading information to OED in connection with this.		10.23, 10.84		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-04		Final Order		Burkhart, Patrick N.		Discipline		1/10/12		Pat		No		Mr. Burkhart did not provide a client with accurate information about the status of a patent application and did not timely file a change of correspondence address after withdrawing from representation of a matter so that a client would receive future correspondence directly from the Office about an issued patent (a request for reexamination). He also did not promptly return the client's application file.		10.77, 10.112		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-21		Final Order		Chan, Raymond Y.		Discipline		1/17/12		Pat		No		Mr.Chan engaged in practice of having inventor-clients sign oaths or declarations prior to preparation of clients' non-provisional patent applications--violates oath that person has reviewed the applications.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-34		Final Order		Scott, Steven R.		Discipline		1/31/12		Pat		No		Had five checks returned for insufficient funds; agreed to open new client trust account and notify Florida bar automatically if happens again.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2012-09		Final Order		Scalia, Aaron J.		Discipline		2/3/12		Pat		No		Mr. Scalia pled guilty and was convicted of conspiracy to commit securities fraud.		10.23, 10.57		Exclusion

		D2011-19		Final Order		Rayve, Brian R.		Discipline		2/6/12		Pat		No		Mr. Rayve was suspended in 2008 for failing to notify clients of correspondence and neglect of applications that became abandoned.  Then, while suspended, he engaged in unauthorized practice by talking to new client and continuing to prepare and file applications for other existing clients.		10.23, 10.77		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-35		Final Order		Johansen, Walter E., III		Discipline		2/6/12		Pat		No		Submitted two different checks, dishonored for insufficient funds, each for reviving different applications -- but both abandoned applications not revived.		10.23, 10.77		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-56		Final Order		Park, Woochoon W.		Discipline		2/6/12		Pat		No		Overworked Mr. Park allowed seven applications to go abandoned without clients' knowledge or consent.		10.40, 10.77		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-52		Final Order		Matlock, Kenneth Brian		Discipline		2/7/12		Pat		No		Allowed patent applications to become abandoned without client consent		10.77		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-64		Final Order		Lane, Fred P.		Discipline		2/8/12		Pat		No		Mr. Lane named himself as an inventor with client on medical device; did not disclose second related application without client, i.e. but Mr. Lane still listed as inventor; and he did not obtain client consent after full disclosure.		10.62, 10.65		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-25		Final Order		Ames, Wesley B.		Discipline		2/14/12		Pat		No		Allowed patent applications to become abandoned without client consent, failed to communicate, failed to refund fees not earned, abandoned person and corporation as his clients, intentionally and habitually violated rules.		10.23, 10.77, 10.84, 10.89		Exclusion

		D2012-04 and 10-06		Final Order		Kubler, Francis L.		Discipline		2/15/12		Pat		No		Mr. Kubler neglected to communicate adequately with clients, lacked a uniform system of client notification and reply.		10.77		Reprimand

		D2011-50		Final Order		Taltavull, William Warren III		Discipline		3/12/12		Pat		No		Convicted and committed in West Virginia of two counts of use of a minor in filming sexually explicit conduct.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2012-11		Final Order		Miller, Robert J.		Discipline		3/13/12		Pat		No		Mr. Miller did not timely file federal income tax returns for the years 1993 and 1998 through 2008 nor did he timely pay his federal income tax liabilities for those years. Mr. Miller also did not timely file state income tax returns for the years 1998 through 2009, nor did he timely pay his state income tax liabilities for those years. Consequently, Mr. Miller owes federal and state income taxes, interest, and penalties. He, however, has made arrangements with the appropriate federal and state authorities to make payments that would eventually eliminate his federal and state income tax delinquencies.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2012-16		Final Order		Berns, Michael A.		Discipline		4/17/12		Pat		No		Failing to inform client of correspondence: did not respond to a Notice to filed Corrected Papers and did not notify client of application abandonment.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2012-14		Final Order		Harrington, Christopher D.		Discipline		4/18/12		Pat		No		Took referrals from Invention Submission Corp. (ISC) but did not speak directly to clients, did not explain fee escrows, did not divulge business relationship with ISC, nor obtain clients' informed consent.  Did not engage in pre-filing discussions with clients and did not timely inform clients of Office actions nor of abandonments.		10.23, 10.62, 10.66, 10.77		Suspension and Probation

		D2012-22		Final Order		Massicotte, Michelle A.		Discipline		5/16/12		TM		No		Ms. Massicotte provided the Office with false or misleading information in connection with petitions to revive three abandoned trademark applications.		10.23, 10.77, 10.84		Suspension

		D2012-19		Final Order		Reardon, George R.		Discipline		6/4/12		Pat		No		Served as President of National Assoc. of Patent Practitioners (NAPP) where he misappropriated >$116,894 of NAPP funds for personal use. Also misused NAPP credit card and submitted false NAPP financial reports to conceal misconduct.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-54		Final Order		Peterson, Paul N.		Discipline		6/15/12		Pat		No		Convicted of theft from client's business checking account by using a check debit card to withdraw funds and writing checks on the account without client's knowledge, permission, or consent.		10.23		Exclusion
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		Proceeding No.		Decision		Respondent		Type		Date		Pat or TM?		Recip?		What happened?		37CFR10??		Result?

		D2011-04		Final Order		Burkhart, Patrick N.		Discipline		1/10/12		Pat		No		Mr. Burkhart did not provide a client with accurate information about the status of a patent application and did not timely file a change of correspondence address after withdrawing from representation of a matter so that a client would receive future correspondence directly from the Office about an issued patent (a request for reexamination). He also did not promptly return the client's application file.		10.77, 10.112		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-21		Final Order		Chan, Raymond Y.		Discipline		1/17/12		Pat		No		Mr.Chan engaged in practice of having inventor-clients sign oaths or declarations prior to preparation of clients' non-provisional patent applications--violates oath that person has reviewed the applications.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-34		Final Order		Scott, Steven R.		Discipline		1/31/12		Pat		No		Had five checks returned for insufficient funds; agreed to open new client trust account and notify Florida bar automatically if happens again.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2012-09		Final Order		Scalia, Aaron J.		Discipline		2/3/12		Pat		No		Mr. Scalia pled guilty and was convicted of conspiracy to commit securities fraud.		10.23, 10.57		Exclusion

		D2011-19		Final Order		Rayve, Brian R.		Discipline		2/6/12		Pat		No		Mr. Rayve was suspended in 2008 for failing to notify clients of correspondence and neglect of applications that became abandoned.  Then, while suspended, he engaged in unauthorized practice by talking to new client and continuing to prepare and file applications for other existing clients.		10.23, 10.77		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-35		Final Order		Johansen, Walter E., III		Discipline		2/6/12		Pat		No		Submitted two different checks, dishonored for insufficient funds, each for reviving different applications -- but both abandoned applications not revived.		10.23, 10.77		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-56		Final Order		Park, Woochoon W.		Discipline		2/6/12		Pat		No		Overworked Mr. Park allowed seven applications to go abandoned without clients' knowledge or consent.		10.40, 10.77		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-52		Final Order		Matlock, Kenneth Brian		Discipline		2/7/12		Pat		No		Allowed patent applications to become abandoned without client consent		10.77		Suspension and Probation

		D2011-64		Final Order		Lane, Fred P.		Discipline		2/8/12		Pat		No		Mr. Lane named himself as an inventor with client on medical device; did not disclose second related application without client, i.e. but Mr. Lane still listed as inventor; and he did not obtain client consent after full disclosure.		10.62, 10.65		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-25		Final Order		Ames, Wesley B.		Discipline		2/14/12		Pat		No		Allowed patent applications to become abandoned without client consent, failed to communicate, failed to refund fees not earned, abandoned person and corporation as his clients, intentionally and habitually violated rules.		10.23, 10.77, 10.84, 10.89		Exclusion

		D2012-04 and 10-06		Final Order		Kubler, Francis L.		Discipline		2/15/12		Pat		No		Mr. Kubler neglected to communicate adequately with clients, lacked a uniform system of client notification and reply.		10.77		Reprimand

		D2011-50		Final Order		Taltavull, William Warren III		Discipline		3/12/12		Pat		No		Convicted and committed in West Virginia of two counts of use of a minor in filming sexually explicit conduct.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2012-11		Final Order		Miller, Robert J.		Discipline		3/13/12		Pat		No		Mr. Miller did not timely file federal income tax returns for the years 1993 and 1998 through 2008 nor did he timely pay his federal income tax liabilities for those years. Mr. Miller also did not timely file state income tax returns for the years 1998 through 2009, nor did he timely pay his state income tax liabilities for those years. Consequently, Mr. Miller owes federal and state income taxes, interest, and penalties. He, however, has made arrangements with the appropriate federal and state authorities to make payments that would eventually eliminate his federal and state income tax delinquencies.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2012-16		Final Order		Berns, Michael A.		Discipline		4/17/12		Pat		No		Failing to inform client of correspondence: did not respond to a Notice to filed Corrected Papers and did not notify client of application abandonment.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2012-14		Final Order		Harrington, Christopher D.		Discipline		4/18/12		Pat		No		Took referrals from Invention Submission Corp. (ISC) but did not speak directly to clients, did not explain fee escrows, did not divulge business relationship with ISC, nor obtain clients' informed consent.  Did not engage in pre-filing discussions with clients and did not timely inform clients of Office actions nor of abandonments.		10.23, 10.62, 10.66, 10.77		Suspension and Probation

		D2012-22		Final Order		Massicotte, Michelle A.		Discipline		5/16/12		TM		No		Ms. Massicotte provided the Office with false or misleading information in connection with petitions to revive three abandoned trademark applications.		10.23, 10.77, 10.84		Suspension

		D2012-19		Final Order		Reardon, George R.		Discipline		6/4/12		Pat		No		Served as President of National Assoc. of Patent Practitioners (NAPP) where he misappropriated >$116,894 of NAPP funds for personal use. Also misused NAPP credit card and submitted false NAPP financial reports to conceal misconduct.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-54		Final Order		Peterson, Paul N.		Discipline		6/15/12		Pat		No		Convicted of theft from client's business checking account by using a check debit card to withdraw funds and writing checks on the account without client's knowledge, permission, or consent.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-41		Final Order		Hou, Junwei Wayne		Discipline		1/10/12		TM		Yes		Attorney Grievance Commission of Maryland issued a Letter of Reprimand publicly reprimanding Mr. Hou for violating Maryland Lawyers' Rules of Professional Conduct 1.4 and 1.7				Reprimand

		D2011-53		Final Order		Cutillo. Arthur J.		Discipline		1/10/12		Pat		Yes		On January 14, 2011, in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, Respondent pled guilty to the crimes of insider trading; specifically, conspiracy to commit securities fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 371, and securities fraud in violation of 15 U.S.C. §§ 78j(b) and 78ff. On June 30, 2011, Respondent was sentenced to thirty months in prison and ordered to forfeit $378,608. The Supreme Court of New York disbarred Mr.Cutillo as a result of his guilty plea to the crimes of conspiracy to commit securities fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 371, and securities fraud in violation of 15 U.S.C. §§ 780) and 78ff, which are felonies under the United States Code.				Exclusion

		D2011-49		Final Order		Suplizio, Jesse Paul		Discipline		1/25/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred from Arizona under multiple rules there		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-61		Final Order		Tikku, Anup		Discipline		2/7/12		Pat		Yes		Left a bruise on his child over homework, reported by teacher.  State bar of California issued Stipulated Order of Reproval.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2011-39		Final Order		Snyder, Craig J.J.		Discipline		2/8/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred from New York based on misconduct that settlement funds were converted from escrow -- i.e. larceny of $244,000.		11.24		Exclusion

		D2011-38		Final Order		Fox, David E.		Discipline		2/14/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred from Maryland for neglecting a client matter, making a misrepresentation to a client, settling a matter without consulting with a client, and failing to cooperate with the office of Bar Counsel.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2012-07		Final Order		Burkenroad, David		Discipline		2/14/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred on ethical grounds from State Bar of California.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-43		Final Order		Okorafor, James O.		Discipline		2/15/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended for two years in Texas for misconduct that was deceitful, dishonest, and constituted misrepresentations to a third party.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-58		Final Order		Karasik, Olga A.		Discipline		2/15/12		TM		Yes		California suspension and probation for accepting clients in a matter with actual conflicts between them without informed, written consent of each one.		10.23		Reprimand and Probation

		D2011-42		Final Order		Lofstedt, Ben E.		Discipline		2/16/12		Pat		Yes		California suspension for two client matters: (1) failure to communicate and file offer with IRS, (2) failed in provide accounting to receiver in divorce causing 16 month delay.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-65		Final Order		Malorzo, Thomas V.		Discipline		2/22/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended on ethical grounds in Texas for failing to safeguard funds belonging to a third party while acting as a settlement agent in a closing transaction, failing to promptly deliver to the third party the funds it was entitled to receive, and by engaging in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-30		Final Order		Grodt, Thomas P.		Discipline		2/24/12		Pat		Yes		The Supreme Court of New Hampshire suspended Mr. Grodt for failing to act with reasonable diligence and promptness in representing his clients, for failing to forward important documents to his clients, and  for failing to explain to them the legal and practical aspects of their cases.  He also made false statements to the clients and to the Attorney discipline office.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-55		Final Order		Conners, Jane A.		Discipline		5/30/12		TM		Yes		Ms. Conners stole $13,604 from client trust account for her personal use, failed to pay money to client to which he was entitled, and so was suspended from California State Bar for 2-years with co-current 3-yr probation.		10.23		Suspension

		D2012-02		Final Order		Shippey, Karla		Discipline		6/11/12		TM		Yes		Suspended by California for failing to obtain loan modifications or other legal services for seven clients, failing to respond to USPTO correspondence and allowing applications to become abandoned, failing to forward or return fees.		10.23		Suspension

		D2012-08		Final Order		Bivens, Jeffrey R.		Discipline		6/13/12		TM		Yes		Disbarred on ethical grounds from the State bar of Washington based on material misrepresentations made to a bank and the US Small Business Association during representation of owner/seller of company. A felony guilty plea was entered into US District Ct for W. District of Washington with regards to charge of False Statements (18 USC 1001).		10.23		Exclusion

		D2011-66		Final Order		Dorny, Brett N.		Discipline		6/21/12		Pat		Yes		Disbarred in Massachusetts for intentional misuse of client funds, multiple instances of neglect of client matters, intentional misrepresentations to clients to hide neglect, submission of falsified documents, and failure to cooperate with bar counsel investigation.		10.23		Exclusion

		D2012-03		Final Order		Lewis Jr., Francis H.		Discipline		6/21/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended in California for misappropriating >7,687$ of client funds, representing three clients without consent in landlord-tenant matter with potential conflicts, failure to render appropriate client accounts, and failure to resolve client fee dispute before disbursing funds to himself.		10.23		Suspension

		D2011-44		Final Order		Portner, Henry N.		Discipline		6/22/12		TM		Yes		Reprimanded by Supreme Court of Florida for misleading direct mail advertisements for foreclosure defense and loan modification representation services.		10.23		Reprimand

		D2012-17		Final Order		Malveaux, David		Discipline		6/22/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended by California for misrepresenting doctor's report submitted to State Bar in connection with substance abuse reporting conditions -- altered report to appear as if doctor authored it.		10.23		Suspension

		D2012-01		Final Order		Jaeger, Hugh D.		Discipline		7/9/12		Pat		Yes		Suspended by Minnesota for neglecting multiple client matters, signing documents without consent, failing to return client files, and failing to cooperate with the disciplinary investigation.		10.23		Suspension

												No. of Non-Recip		18

												No. Recip		20







Letters of Warning – FY2012

To date, the Office of Enrollment and    
Discipline has issued 100 Warning Letters

Warning Letters Are Confidential and 
Non-Disciplinary. 37 CFR § 11.21
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Frequent Causes for Grievances 

Neglect
• Failure or delay in filing patent application
• Failure to reply to Office actions
• Failure to revive or assist in reviving 

abandoned applications
• Failure to turn over files to new representative
• Failure to communicate with client
 Duty to report Office actions
 Duty to reply to client inquiries
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Recent Examples of Neglect

Less Severe
– In re Kubler (D2012-04)

• Neglected to communicate 
with clients

• Lacked uniform system of 
client notification and reply

• Reprimanded
– In re Rayve (D2011-19)

• Failed to notify clients of 
correspondence

• Allowed applications to 
become abandoned

• Suspended for 2 years 

More Severe
– In re Shippey (D2011-27)

• Neglected multiple matters 
entrusted to her

• Engaged in multiple counts of 
professional misconduct

• Handled matters without 
adequate legal preparation

• Failed to seek lawful 
objectives of client

• Failed to carry out 
employment contract with 
clients

• Excluded
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Frequent Causes for Grievances 
(cont’d)

Dishonesty, Fraud, Deceit or 
Misrepresentation

• Concealing from client date of Office action,    
abandonment, and/or real reason for 
abandonment

• Misrepresenting to client status of abandoned 
application as pending

• Making false statements to USPTO in petitions 
to obtain extensions of time or other benefits
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Recent Examples of Dishonesty, 
Fraud, Deceit or Misrepresentation

Less Severe
– In re Chan (D2011-21)

• Had clients sign oaths or 
declarations prior to any 
application preparation

• Thus, violated oath that person 
reviewed application

• Reprimanded
– In re Bollman (D2010-40)

• Filed 6 boxes of IDS 
documents in 4 cases

• Failed to read, review, or 
inspect any of them

• Thus, made false certifications 
to Office

• Reprimanded 

More Severe
– In re Edelson (D2011-13)

• Provided false or misleading status 
information on patent, PCT, and TM 
matters to clients

• Failed to keep himself informed of 
status and allowed applications to go 
abandoned without client consent

• Provided false or misleading information 
to OED during investigation

• Suspended for 3 years
– In re Massicotte (D2012-22)

• Provided Office with false or misleading 
information in connection with petitions 
to revive three abandoned TM 
applications

• Suspended for 2 years
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Frequent Causes for Grievances 

Fee-Related Issues
• Repeated failure to reply to notices of missing parts of 

application
• Failure to return client’s advanced fees 
• Improper commingling of clients’ advanced legal fees 

with practitioner’s funds 
• Checks returned or EFTs dishonored for insufficient 

funds
• Failure to disclose fee escrow and business relationship 

with invention development companies
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Recent Examples of Fee-Related 
Issues

Less Severe
– In re Scott (D2011-34)

• Had 5 checks returned for 
insufficient funds

• Agreed to new trust account 
with Florida bar monitoring

• Reprimanded
– In re Johansen (D2011-35)

• Had 2 checks dishonored for 
insufficient funds

• Each to revive abandoned 
applications

• But both applications not 
revived

• Reprimanded

More Severe
– In re Ames (D2011-25)

• Abandoned applications and 
clients without consent

• Failed to refund fees
• Excluded

– In re Peterson (D2011-54)
• Convicted of theft from client's 

business checking account by 
using a check debit card to 
withdraw funds and writing 
checks on the account without 
client's knowledge, permission, 
or consent

• Excluded
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Decisions Imposing Public Discipline 
Available In FOIA Reading Room

 http://des.uspto.gov/Foia/OEDReadingRoom.jsp
• In the field labeled “Decision Type,” select 

“Discipline” from the drop down menu.
• To retrieve all discipline cases, click “Get Info” (not 

the “Retrieve All Decisions” link).

Official Gazette for Patents
• http://www.uspto.gov/news/og/patent_og/index.jsp
• Select a published issue from the list, and click on 

the “Notices” link in the menu on the left side of the 
web page.
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Contacting OED

OED’s Telephone Number
571-272-4097

THANK YOU
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